
▎Product details
1. Materail: PVC
2. Shielding: 63 mm / 76 mm / 89 mm / 114 mm
3. Frame: L-frame, Z-frame, Decor-frame
4. Install: Outdoor / indoor
5. Max. Width: 850 mm
6. Max. Height L: 3000 mm
7. Color: 4 standard colors and customized colors
8. Paint: watercolor
9. Control type: Cleavirew tilting bar / middle tilting bar / switch-off set
10. Style: fixed, hinged, folding, sliding
11. Package: foam and cardboard
 
supplier:Custom made PVC fauxwood shutter, High quality PVC fauxwood shutter,
Fingered lamella blinds wholesale

▎Production process: Cut-Assemble-Sanding-Paint-Package

http://www.shutter-suppliers.com/products/Plantation-shutter-china-Exterior-Aluminum-plantation-shutter-fixed.html#.WiZ7rpEVF-U
http://www.shutter-suppliers.com/products/Plantation-shutter-china-Exterior-Aluminum-plantation-shutter-fixed.html#.WiZ7rpEVF-U
http://www.shutter-suppliers.com/products/Painting-PVC-shutter-components-Shutter-components-supplier-china.html
http://www.shutter-suppliers.com/news/Zinc-steel-shutter-profile-characteristics.html




▎Pack & Delivery

Two kinds of packing way for you to choose or as per customized: 



A.For one panel shutter, panel and frame packed in one box

 

B.For hatches with more than two panels, panels and frames packed separately.

 





▎Two kinds of shipping way as below

A.LCL, use plywood to protect goods, also work for

air freight
B. Full container

Service: 3 year quality guarantee

▎Our services
Quality policy:
What the people of HuaSheng endlessly strive for was their credit orientation through
performance on the basis of quality and by providing excellent products and after-sales services to
the customers.
Business idea:
To improve quality management and build a name brand to satisfy customers, reduce production
costs and increase the benefits for the development of the company.
Service idea:
To ensure quality, we always strive for unselfish contributions and meet customer satisfaction, we
keep promises.





▎Why choose us?
1. Not limited & Regenerative raw materials.
Paulownia is one of the fastest growing trees in the world, capable of growth rates of more than
seven feet per year as seedling, but although it is highly appreciated and cultivated in Asia,
Paulownia is not limited and regenerative raw materials have an FSC certificate for paulownia.
2. Competitive price & Delivered on time.
Every month we have no less than 10,000 cubic meters of storage space, we can promise time and
support a competitive price.
3.QC.
More than 20 inspectors to check the quality at every step.
4. Both shutters and blinds with different materials for you to mix container
We manufacture both shutters and blinds with different material. For shutters, with paulownia
wood / Basswood / PVC woodblind and shutter components, for wooden blinds, including both



basswood and paulownia wood blinds and venetian blind components. You can store shutters and
blinds in one container or completed shutter and shutter components in one container to save
costs.


